Response to the international perspectives on the 2017 annual report of Department of Thoracic Surgery at Shanghai Chest Hospital
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Last year, the Department of Thoracic Surgery at the Shanghai Chest Hospital published its first annual report (1). Noticeably, it contained not only a remarkably large number of surgical cases and outstanding mortality rate after major thoracic procedures, but also details in evolution of thoracic surgery in general into each specific domains. Related research activities, publications, as well as clinical training programs, were also mentioned briefly. The report has gained international attention upon its publication in the journal of Shanghai Chest. Among feedbacks from thoracic surgeons worldwide, the comments by three eminent experts in the field, Dr. Douglas Mathisen (2), Alexander Patterson (3), and Guanda Leschber (4), were exceptionally incisive and helpful for further development of the Thoracic Surgery service at the Shanghai Chest Hospital.

The stunningly rapid increase in surgical volume, especially in lung cancer surgery, is most unlikely due to a ‘Siphon’ effect, i.e., centralization of thoracic surgery practice to top level institutions in China. Nor could it contributed to concomitant increase in staff number in thoracic surgery service at the hospital. Similar trend of rapid increase in surgical volumes has been witnessed in other regions and at different levels of hospitals in China, although maybe not as remarkable as that at the Shanghai Chest Hospital (5). Two potential reasons for such change could be first, a growing use of CT screening for early stage lung cancers in the past decade nationwide, and second, a rapid popularization of minimally invasive surgery in management of early stage diseases across the country. The latter also helps explain the persistent decrease in surgical mortality throughout these years. With this advance in surgical technique and increasing attention to enhanced recovery programs, hospital stay has shortened to a great extent, without compromising management outcomes. Such changes have released significant potential in thoracic surgery service at top gear institutions, including the Shanghai Chest Hospital, as well as in other parts of China. This helps make high-standard care more readily accessible to the increasing need for thoracic surgery service from patients all over the country.

Meanwhile, this rapid surge in surgical volume, in addition to the large population in China, also provides unprecedented opportunities for clinical research and education. These were mentioned, but not in much details in the last report. In ultra-high volume centers, like the Shanghai Chest Hospital where up to a hundred major procedures are performed on the daily base, shorter period intensive clinical training may offer equivalent or even better education than months or years training at traditional high-volume centers. And more versatile approaches may be observed with dozens of surgeons operating simultaneously. In addition to routine clinical fellowships for domestic and international trainees, more than a dozen short-period immersion programs were hosted at the Shanghai Chest
Hospital in the year 2018. And almost every weekend, there was a wet lab ongoing in minimally invasive thoracic procedures, benefiting hundreds of residents and fellows. These clinical education activities rely heavily on the joint effort by the hospital and the industries. Realizing the increasing demand for such training, the Shanghai Chest Hospital is going to set up its own simulation center and a wet lab inside the hospital to facilitate future training programs.

The ultra-high surgical volume is also a rich resource for clinical and translation-oriented researches. To make maximum use of it, current existing clinical database and biobank would need to be upgraded. Additional finance and manpower are desperately in need to support surgeons who already have an excessive clinical case load. Currently, clinical studies at the Shanghai Chest Hospital focus on innovative surgery and treatment modalities in thoracic oncology. These would be introduced more extensively in the upcoming report for the year 2018.

With persistent effort from the surgical staff at the Hospital and support from international societies, the 2018 annual report will definitely be more comprehensive and worthy of attention. By containing rich information on state-of-the-art thoracic surgery, it would be of great value in modeling future practice, research, and training in thoracic surgery, which is the continuing goal of the Shanghai Chest Hospital.
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